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Trade: The US keeps temperatures a little cool with rain across most of the Midwest and N Plains, but the heart of 
the drought regions again miss out. Europe keeps rain in central regions but stays mostly dry in the west and Black 
Sea, Argentina and Brazil remain warm and almost entirely dry, S Africa stays warm and wet. 
Trade: US export sales were 257kt, for a season total 1,512 Mbu, down 35% on last year. 
Markets: July corn fell 11.75c to settle at 582.25 and a step closer to retesting the important support at 575. Board 
spreads have found some resistance at previous highs, but domestic markets continue to keep basis strong and 
spreads firm. Export sales were weak at just 257kt, the trade expects a bearish USD report tonight with US end 
stocks expected to be above 2 Bbu.  
In Brazil, CONAB raised its corn crop 600kt to 125.5MMT against the USDA’s current 125 Mmt, whilst with the har-
vest 21% complete, BAGE somewhat surprisingly left the Argentine crop at 36 Mmt. The economic situation in Ar-
gentina continues to lurch towards disaster, with the Central Bank reported to be "broke" having spent all its liquid 
international reserves, plus another $1 billion on top. Farmers are not selling amidst a historic drought, an impend-
ing recession, and expectations of a collapse in the Peso (the parallel rate today appears to be around 495 against 
475 yesterday, and the current official rate of 229). There is no let-up to the drought and no rain in the forecast. 
This however for now does not stop Argentine corn offers competing closely with other origins.  
Jo’burg settled a little higher with recent business to China and competitive offers to Asia helping to support values, 
whilst Dalian corn made fresh contract lows this morning.    
Matif corn ended down 75c/tonne, the Black Sea was dead with no decision on the corridor.  The USDA does not 
anticipate political events, and so tonight’s Ukraine export number will assume  no obstruction to Ukraine exports. 
The WFP is putting pressure on all parties to keep food supplies flowing. 
Outlook: The USDA report will take centre stage today, our thoughts are on page 2. Overnights are steady to lower.  

Crops/Weather: Canada stays warm and dry with soil moisture in retreat, whilst Europe keeps rain in central regions but stays 
mostly dry in the west and Black Sea. However Spain could see some relief next week and N Africa also has a much better 
chance of rain, although it may be too late for crops. Argentina remains warm and almost entirely dry, Australia is dry except 
for showers in QLD. 
Markets: Barley remains the neglected commodity. There are over 100kt of vessels in the French line-up, and whilst we are 
told port silo stocks are low, we see no pressing moves to buy nearby supplies. The USDA today will as usual do its world trade 
matrix basis an Oct-Sep year, and will make no specific assessment of any export split between France and Australia to China. 
We are however interested to see what they do with EU ending stocks and how the EU total grain and oilseeds beginning 
stocks look and what the means for harvest pressure in two months time.  
 

12-May-23 Fryer's Feedgrain Report

                   CORN

Futures CBOT (¢)            CME Bl. Sea  $ Matif (€)    S. Africa White July           Dalian  May

Jul Sep Dec Jul Sep June Zar      $ CNY ¢/bu

Previous 594.00 522.75 520.75 236.00 231.00 227.75 3,540 184.4 2,540 929

Close May 11 582.25 515.00 513.75 235.50 230.75 227.00 3,587 186.9 2,545 930

Change -11.75 -7.75 -7.00 -0.50 -0.25 -0.75 47 2.4 5.0 1.8

SX3/CZ3 2.40 €/$: 1.0924 $/ZAR 19.28 $/CNY 6.95

Fob  ($)       US 2  YC Gulf     Argentine up-river              Brazil Cargo        Ukraine  pmx C&F Asia Aug-Sep

prem $/mt prem $/mt prem $/mt prem $/mt US 304

Jun 100 269 25 239 - - -10 225 S. Hem 274

Jul 75 259 20 237 - - - - Ukraine 290

Aug 120 250 70 230 25 213 - - CIF Spanmed 265

Sep 95 240 70 230 25 213 - -

Peso 228.95 Real 4.930 UAH 36.91

Fob US$ France German Baltic Balkan Black Sea W Aus Argentina C&F Saudi US DDG's

(CVB) (Ukraine) BB/Neco fob NOLA

Jun 241 222 219 221 215 210 - 271 312

Jul 237 222 219 221 215 210 - 267 308

Aug 237 222 219 221 215 - - 267 305

Sep 240 222 219 221 215 - - 270 302

FEED BARLEY
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What Why Where Actual

1 US soybean ending stocks

Many trading models will be directed to the ending stocks for US soybeans. The trade are looking for the old crop 

carryout to increase marginally from 210mbu to 212mbu. For new crop the trade are looking for higher ending stocks at 

293mbu.

Page 15

2 Chinese soybean imports
The Current forecast for Chinese soybean imports is 96MMT, it almost certainly wont go lower and has a good chance it 

may go higher. Some see imports as high as over 100MMT. 
Page 28

3 Vegoil S&D's

Already US soybean oil exports are nil, how the USDA treat the next season in terms of US demand for biodiesel will be 

interesting. How this is balanced against the global demand picture will also be interesting. The US beanoil S&D is on 

page 30 but you will have to look inside the data files for the wider vegoil numbers.

Page 30

Other EU+Ukraine oilseed production

The crop mix in Ukraine and the EU is expected to change dramatially in favour of oilseeds. How far the USDA see's the 

region switching to oilseeds at the expense primarily of corn wil be worth looking at. The WASDE report itself will not 

have the data in its tables so you will have to look inside the data files for these numbers. (we will summarise)

What Why Where Actual

1 US corn ending stocks
Many trading models will be directed to the ending stocks for US corn. The trade are looking for the old crop carryout to 

increase from 1342mbu to 1366mbu. For new crop the trade are looking for higher ending stocks at 2094mbu.
Page 15

2 Ukraine corn production
The trade are conflicted when it comes to Ukraines new crop corn production prospects. Our recent survey kept 

production ideas around 21-22MMT, not many expect much higher, some expect much lower. 
Page 23

3 South American corn production

Brazil will produce a record corn crop and Argentina will be a dissapointement the question is extent. The most recent 

estimates are 125-130MMT for Brazil (USDA 125MMT, CONAB 125.5MMT). The USDA forecast for Argentina in April was 

37MMT and will almost certainly be reduced. 

Page 30

Other Barley S&D's

The barley market has been shaken up by the cooling of trading relations between Australia and China. This creates a 

very open market with all the major origins competing to the main destination markets of China, Saudi and Jordan. How 

heavy or otherwise this market looks can decide traders plans for the coming months. 

What Why Where Actual

1
EU and Russian wheat ending 

stocks

Major wheat exporters ending stocks  were 41.59MMT in the April report for 22/23.    USDA estimates for many 

participants are grossly under-stated for the EU and Russia. If the USDA allign their numbers with local data then we 

may see a different picture presented for wheat stocks 

Page 19

2 US HRW wheat balance
The catastrophe in the HRW wheat areas needs no further explanation but how the USDA tackle the new crop S&D will 

be interesting indeed. For the global S&D however it is of limited consequence.
Page 11

3 Argentina planted area

The focus in Argentina currently is corn and soybeans and the negative impact dry conditions are having on those crops. 

Looking longer term Argentine farmers should be starting planting now but if conditions do not improve dramatically 

soon they may skip planting altogether. Current estimates are around 6mha which seem optimistic. 

Page 19

Other Demand
Feed demand and destination market demand are worth a deep look once the dust has settled. Exports have been 

strong and how the USDA see the picture for global wheat demand in the next cycle is as important as supply. 
Page 19
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